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RemodelingHell
This booklet is a collection of articles that consumer advocate
and construction consultant, Richard Connolly, published in
The Boston Sunday Globe in the early 90’s. Although that time
seems long ago, little has changed, as you will soon discover.
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Remodeling? Where to Start is Key to Success
“Where do I start?” For many homeowners who
are weighing a remodeling project, this basic
question is oftentimes so difficult for them to
answer that they frequently give up on their
plans, hopes, and dreams.
Even the more venturesome, full speed
ahead types may soon find themselves
bogged down, running around in circles,
and wondering what to do next.

Research
Imagine having a roadmap to
research your project and the very
questions you should ask the
building inspector, a structural or
civil engineer, design professional,
retailer, or subcontractor.
iCornerstone provides that tool and
an extensive network of
construction professionals with
proven track records regarding
quality, price, and performance.
You control the process instead of
responding to it, which is the surest
way to meet your expectations

“

Whether you are a tortoise or a hare,
starting – or even knowing where to start
- on a construction project may result in considerable frustration, disappointment, and wasted
time.
Well, where do you start, and how can you
avoid this problem? You can begin by thinking
of your project as having two distinct parts, the
pre-construction phase and the actual construction.
In the pre-construction phase, you want to venture forth by gathering information critical to the
construction phase. Start at your kitchen table
in a meeting with all the interested parties.
This gathering should be fun and an opportunity to explore a number of points of view and
options for the project, with none having more
validity than another. Everyone has a say.
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Resolve to resolve nothing beyond exploring for
ideas and do not fixate on costs. There is, of
course, a point when price, along with many
other considerations, should be discussed, but
now is not the time.

Begin by thinking of your project
as having two distinct parts, the
pre-construction phase and the
actual construction.

“

Ask yourselves two fundamental questions: “What
do we want to do?” and “Why do we want to do it?”
If you know, for example, that family members
want more privacy, ask yourself how a new master
bedroom suite achieves that goal. At this point,
you should then sketch on graph paper your
primary and secondary choices for the project.
Measure the house and all the interior partitions.
Use graph paper divided into one-quarter inch
square blocks with each block representing one
lineal foot.
Work up a simple floor plan or two, perhaps showing the location of furniture, and involve everyone
in the household. Do not fret about finding the
perfect solution or design, simply play with a few
good ideas instead. Joe and Linda Conley took
that approach when they added an extensive
family room and master bedroom suite to their
colonial home in Weymouth.
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“We had a general idea of what we wanted
and knew we needed to have more room and
closet space. We talked it over at length and
sketched our own plan. We then made a
checklist of our priorities,” Conley said.
Your next stop should be at your local building department. To save yourself and town
officials time, write down any questions you
may have before scheduling an appointment. Bring along your sketch, questions, a
note pad, and an open mind. At minimum,
ask about zoning and the building permit,
fire alarm, and inspection requirements.
Armand Lavigne, Building Inspector for the
Town of Needham, MA, agrees and says, “If
you are contemplating doing anything to
your property - before you hire any individual
- contact your local building department.
“Every community has different regulations
requiring setbacks. You may not be able to
put an addition where you want because of
this situation. Find out what the zoning
requirements are for the required setbacks.

“

Remodeling figures can
vary from block to block
in the city. Where you are
located is as important as
what you do.

“
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Find out whether you will be able to get a
building permit for what you can do before
you actually get started.”
Why? Lavigne points out, “There are so
many people who have plans drawn up
before they find out whether they can be
built. What if they cannot use the plans? I
have seen this happen a lot. We are here to
help and to keep people out of trouble.”
Be sure to check with the other town departments as well and ferret out any information
that may involve hidden costs. For example,

“

for Savings, a trip to your banker at this
stage would be worthwhile.
“Your loan officer should be able to advise
you as to what financing arrangements
would be appropriate for you and what
you can afford. For example, would a line
of credit, equity loan, or re-mortgaging
work best for you? Your banker can help
you make this decision in your own best
interests,” Grigley advises.
One couple who did so are the Orlando’s
of Quincy. Tom Orlando and his wife are
considering a new kitchen, bathroom, and

If you are contemplating doing anything to
your property - before you hire any individual contact your local building department.

“

you may find that the master bedroom suite
you are planning will require an upgrade to
your septic system because your house is not
on town sewerage. In that case, you might
have to forget about the cozy fireplace or the
Jacuzzi.

rooms in the attic of their older, in much need
of repair home. Orlando said, “We had some
ideas to throw around. We found out what we
could afford for the ideas we had. We got a
budget formulated and then got down to the
basics.”

With this new information in hand, head for the
kitchen table and another round of talks. Once
you have established what you can do - rather
than what you want to do - consider your
financing next. According to Donald Grigley,
Vice President of the Provident Institution

Getting down to the basics would be easy, if
you knew what the project would cost in contrast to what you can afford. At this point, you
are probably missing that important information, but there is help in the form of a publication [available online] or at your local library.
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A good source for this information
is the yearly Cost vs. Value Report
published by Remodeling Magazine of Washington, D.C. Information from this document is published [online and periodically] in
newspapers and, like the other
publication, may also be available
or at your local library. You are in
luck, if your library has both.

“

Your loan officer should be able to advise you as to
what financing arrangements would be appropriate
for you and what you can afford.

“

The book, The Home Improvement Cost Guide, is published by the R. S.
Means Co. of Kingston, MA, and covers a number of well-illustrated
projects from a simple, pull down attic stairs to a more complex, second
story addition. The publication also has a location multiplier to help you
determine the costs of a project from one state to another.
Use this information with an open mind and strictly as the guideline its
publishers intended because there are many variables in a construction
project. Work up a few figures at the kitchen table and weigh them
against your budget. Then think about getting down to the basics.
Develop a list of priorities on which to base your decisions. More than
likely, one consideration will be the return you can expect for the particular project you have in mind if you sold your house a year down the road.
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Again, be careful in the manner in
which you use this material. Senior
Editor Anne Marie Moriarty cautions that “remodeling figures can
vary from block to block in the city.
Where you are located is as
important as what you do. For example, is
your neighborhood on the upswing or sliding? For any project done before last year’s
big June slump, the figures in the report
would be optimistic in today’s market. You
might even check with a realtor.”

Before Anita McDonough and her husband committed last year to
spending over $100,000 for a second story addition to their Raised
Ranch in Marshfield, they consulted with a realtor. McDonough
said, “We ended up putting in a pool and a hot tub and did not do
anything else. We were concerned that the cost of putting on a
second story addition would overprice the house for the neighborhood. In retrospect, I am glad we did what we did.”
Making a sound decision with no regrets is a goal well worth pursuing. To reach it, you need to complete a few more simple, inexpensive, but vital steps, all aimed at ensuring that your remodeling project is a positive experience for everyone involved.
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Determine Materials, Designers
Once you have researched what you can do,
afford, and receive for your money, it is time
to consider the materials for your remodeling
project.
If you want to match items already in the
house, examine them closely and make a
detailed list of everything you can actually
see inside and outside your home before
you visit a retailer's showroom. Take a few
pictures to bring with you.

“

If your initial research
suggests at this point that the
project is beyond your reach
and budget, go no further.

“

Next, prepare a list of questions to help you
understand how, for example, the building,
cabinet, plumbing, and electrical suppliers
conduct their businesses.

Several especially important questions to
ask regarding delivery include: Is the cost of
delivery separate? Is there a minimum
order? Is lead-time necessary? Is assistance
required when off-loading? Is delivery to an
outside staging area or can they place materials in specific locations inside the house?
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Ask about the methods of payment (bank or
personal check), special order deposits,
and return policy and procedure. Most
important, inquire about the supplier's policy
regarding the replacement of defective
merchandise.
For example, if your new sink develops a
crack, will the supplier pay for the cost of
removal and reinstallation? Finally, check on
the hours of operation. Knowing when the
supplier is open or closed is important
because some companies are now
furloughing employees during slow times as
a cost cutting measure.
With your list of materials, pictures, questions, and sketch visit several retailers that
provide the same products. Request product catalogues and pricelists and ask about
upcoming sales and discounts.
Determine whether the supplier sells to the
public or contractors only. Be forthright
about the fact that you are shopping and
looking for the best service, quality, and
price.
Start making primary and secondary choices for the various materials involved in your
project. For example, your first choice for the
kitchen cabinet counter top may be

Corian®, but you might also consider a plastic laminate.
Request a demonstration and record the
name of the manufacturer, the model
number of the product, options, and the
price from one supplier to the next. Keep
project related materials in a 3-ring, 3-inch
binder [or milk crate] for organization and
easy access.
All material decisions should be made
before the construction phase of the project
begins - not during - if you expect to have
any chance of controlling costs and delays.
Contact the utility companies for the gas,
electrical, telephone, and cable TV requirements. Prepare a list of questions to determine, at minimum, the cost of relocating or
extending the utilities, when (time of the
year) and who does the work, and the
payee.

“

The decision as to which
design professional you
hire can be based on
three fundamental
factors: Personality,
Profile, and Price.

“
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With this new information and prior research
in hand, you should now have a good and
clear sense of what your project will involve.
If your initial research suggests at this point
that the project is beyond your reach and
budget, go no further. You probably have not
invested much beyond your time, and you
may have learned a great deal along the way.
If the project seems feasible or requires
compromise, go for it. Be aware, however,

“

designer, only a person who has graduated
from an accredited college or university with
a degree in architecture and has also
passed a state examination can become a
registered architect.
Although some designers may have a
degree in architecture and other professional credentials [such as membership in
ASID], there are no educational, technical,
or registration requirements in the

Whereas anyone in Massachusetts can be a
designer, only a person who graduated from an
accredited college or university with a degree
in architecture and has also passed a state
examination can become a registered architect.

that the next major milestone, designs,
means spending money. Once passed,
backing out could be costly.
There are several ways to handle the design
for your project. You can hire an architect,
designer, or a contractor. According to the
Massachusetts Building Code, you must hire
an architect for any project equal to or greater than 35,000 cubic feet. Residential
remodeling and new home projects generally do not meet this requirement.
Whereas anyone in Massachusetts can be a
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Alternatively, network amongst friends or
others who have recently undertaken
remodeling projects.
Your minimum design requirements for an
addition will include a floor plan at ¼” scale
(with or without a wiring schematic or door
and window schedules), exterior elevations, a
cross section of the structure, structural
details, and the floor and roof framing.
You may additionally request interior elevations, a site plan, or a furniture schematic,
usually at an extra charge, or have a watercolor of the designs rendered or a model built.

“

Commonwealth in order to qualify as one.
Contractors may have a practical knowledge of design and experience in executing
many of them. In all cases, the resulting
blueprints must meet Massachusetts building code.
Locating an architect or designer is easy
[when done online, but be careful about
rating systems because they can be
gamed, the claims of the sites notwithstanding or check the classified advertising section of your local newspaper.]

In some instances, you may require the
services of a structural engineer to size
beams, for example, and stamp the
drawings.
Regardless of which professional you hire for
your project, prepare a checklist of the
services you may need and several questions to ask before conducting an interview.
At the top of the list undoubtedly will be a
question regarding costs. Most design
professionals charge by the hour for the specific services they provide. Hourly rates typically range from $45 to $75 with no real rate
difference between architects and designers.
Many contractors charge their customers
directly for the designs or include them in the
cost of the work in the event they get the job.
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Interview at least three to five design professionals and make it clear to them that the
meeting is strictly an interview, not a design
session. Ask for a brochure and a resume,
which should indicate the individual's educational background, degree, specialty
within that degree, registration, if any, and
experience.
Ask to see a portfolio, and qualify the professional's experience and interests as residential or commercial and then as traditional or
modern. Check on the availability of computerized
drawings,
as
their
use
saves time, and inquire about the
individual's design
philosophy.
Does
he or she design into the project your
every wish or working within the
limitations you provide?

the specific services requested,
their individual costs and estimated
number of hours, any optional
Regardless of which professional
services and related charges, a list
you hire for your project, prepare a
of references, and a sample conchecklist of the services you may
tract. Identify for the design profesneed and several questions to ask
sional any information you are
willing to provide that may save
before conducting an interview.
time, such as your material lists or
design?
the results of your research at the
library or building department.
Most important, ask how long it will take from
the final design meeting to the point where
Thereafter, compile the proposals and comthe blueprints are ready for submission to
pare the cost of services from one profesyour Building Department.
sional to another. Pay careful attention to the

“

“

Lastly, request a written proposal detailing
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hours and hourly rate. Never fail to check

references and be prepared to ask more
ques-tions before signing a contract.
Now the decision as to which design profession
al you hire can be based on three fundamental
factors: Personality, Profile, and Price. In the
overwhelming majority of cases, hiring decisions are made according to emotion. By using
the Three P's, you introduce an element of
objectivity, which certainly beats instincts alone.
Once you decide, it would be a courtesy to
inform the other design professionals that they
have not been awarded the design contract.
Write a brief letter, if you feel awkward about
calling.
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Do Your Homework When Inviting Bids
Once the designs for your project have been completed and
approved by the building department, the next major milestone is
obtaining competitive bids.
To avoid bids that differ radically from one to another, provide the
submitting contractors with information that is as precise as
possible, including the names of manufacturers and the model
numbers of various products you intend to use in your project.
Secondly, indicate amounts and grades. Saying, “Over vapor
barrier, install 1,288 lineal feet of ½” x 6” red cedar clapboard,
clear, vertical grain, rough side out, four (4) inches to the weather,
using steel nails,” is better than “install clapboard siding.”

receive for the project will be competitive. [See the Boston
Magazine article regarding bidding and comparisons]. Also, the
chances of a misunderstanding later are greatly reduced.

Lastly, identify work for which an optional price is required. For
example, “In cathedral ceiling of new addition, frame an opening
for skylight to be installed by home owner at a later date. Price
framing optional.” Cryptic language is acceptable as long as it is
clear.

“

To avoid bids that differ radically from one to
another, provide the submitting contractors
with information that is as precise as possible.

By controlling all the variables and excluded and optional work, you
allow the contractors to bid on “apples for apples and oranges for
oranges.” Consequently, you should have a lot more confidence in
the bids.

“

This modular approach helps control costs because it allows you to
include or exclude items as your budget warrants. You can request
optional prices for major components you may want to finish later,
such as a bathroom.
In short, the more precise the information - including work you will
be doing yourself - the greater the likelihood that all the bids you
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Before you submit your plans and specifications for bid, decide
whether you want to hire a general contractor or perform that
function yourself. Most homeowners who act as their own
general contractors usually do so to save money in exchange
for their time. Although the amount of money you may save is
debatable, the time is not. You need plenty: before and after
work, weekends, holidays, vacations, and any other waking
moments you are not thus involved - before the project starts, while
underway, and when finished.
In any event, you provide your plans and specifications to a sub or
general contractor, also known as the G.C., who must have a
construction supervisor’s license.
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Keystone
The critical piece missing today in
the consumer – provider dynamic
is comprehensive specifications
that engender fair and accurate
bidding.
iCornerstone’s specifications
establish payments according to
one or more line items for any
trade, thereby eliminating an
overpayment for goods or
services not provided or performed.

A subcontractor is an independent, specialized
tradesperson, such as a framing carpenter,
electrician, plumber, or mason. Generally, they
hire employees to do the actual work or may
work with them. The subcontractor makes his or
her money by providing labor and materials
that are marked up by a percentage that varies
widely.

her subs who, in turn, it should be added, are
only as good as his or her employees.
Locating sub or general contractors is easy
[when done online, but be careful about rating
systems because they can be gamed, the
claims of the sites notwithstanding or check the
classified advertising section of your local
newspaper.]

Although electricians and plumbers receive
extensive training and must be licensed, many
others do not. In either case, movement from
one subcontractor to the next, sometimes for
more money, opportunity, or work, is common.

One advantage to hiring a local professional is
that he or she may know the ins and outs of the
building department better than someone from
another town.

Subs typically work under agreement with
general contractors to provide specialized
goods and services. This relationship can be
very lose or formal, depending on several
factors, especially the number of years the two
have worked together.
General contractors in residential construction
are usually small business persons who may be
involved physically in the work. One advantage
to their doing so relates to quality control. The
G.C. makes his or her money by marking up at
a percentage all the labor and materials for the
project but earns it by planning, scheduling,
and executing the work.
According to conventional wisdom, the general
contractor is only as good as his or

You never have more money into
the project than you do work!
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“

Identify work for which an
optional price is required.

“

Submit your plans and specifications to no
fewer than three to five sub or general contractors. Three bids will tell you exactly what you
want to know: who is high, who is low, and who
is in the middle. Four will give you insight. Five
will make you a savvy consumer.
Give the bidding professionals guidelines as to
what you expect from them. If there are special
requests that you have - such as instructions on
where to park trucks and the use of facilities make them known.
Provide them with your telephone number and
times when the contractors can reach you.
Lastly, set a closing date for the return of all bids.
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If you are hiring a general contractor,
request a preliminary interview. Ask for a
resume, any literature he or she may have
about the company, a portfolio, a list of
references, and a sample contract with
change orders. Inform the contractor that
another interview and more information is
required before a contract signing.

“

supervising others while yours is underway.
Ask about his or her hours of operation and
policy on changes you request.
You should also cover the subject of how
instructions are communicated to the
workers. While the construction is
underway, it is tempting for the homeowner

By controlling all the variables and excluded and
optional work, you allow the contractors to bid
on ‘apples for apples and oranges for oranges’.

Prepare a list of questions to cover with
each contractor in the first interview. The
questions should help you understand the
manner in which the contractor runs his or
her business. This goal is central to your
hiring a contractor with whom you can get
along. A first rate business results in a first
rate project, not the reverse.

“

At the top of the list for a general contractor
should be questions that apply to him or
herself and all his or her subcontractors,
such as licensing requirements, Worker’s
Compensation, Liability Insurance, and
Certificates of Insurance.
You may also want to know if the contractor
will be physically involved in your project or
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“

to instruct a worker to make a change
without remembering to inform the
contractor.

Several other questions to consider are:
How good are the contractor’s interpersonal
skills? Is he or she a good listener? Does he
or she give or take directions well? How
well organized and professional is the
contractor? Does he or she pay close
attention to details?
Once you have received all the bids,
compile and compare them. Expect to
make a few phone calls for further
clarification and evaluation. Another point of
conventional wisdom, “Never take the low
bid,” is subject to question.

If you have done your homework correctly
and provided and requested precise
information, there is really no reason why
you should not take the low bid. To do
otherwise could be an expensive
proposition, especially if you are acting as
the G.C.
Check references - at least 5 - but ask
everyone the same questions. A visit to
several projects done by the contractor, if
possible, for a first hand impression would
be a good idea. Find out whether the subs
changed frequently from one project to the
next.
Contact the successful contractor for a
second interview. Ask about a payment
schedule and form of payment, site
management, storage of materials,
contractor and supplier warranties,
miscellaneous charges not related to the
plans and specifications, and whether there
is agreement on the basic and optional
charges for the work. Resolve ambiguities.

“

Resolve ambiguities.

“
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Be the Driver, Not the Driven
The moment you have been eagerly and
anxiously awaiting has arrived at last. Your
remodeling project is finally underway.
Much excitement is in the air; the dirt and
dust will come later.
Since most homeowners have personal,
intense feelings about their homes, they
may easily be carried away emotionally
once the work begins. At no other time in
the project, however, should cooler heads

“

At the heart of the business relationship
between homeowner and contractor is
money. The key to the project is in your having
control over the money, not the contractor. Too
tight is no better than too loose.
Whereas the first may lead to a relationship
where power - not trust - is the overriding
factor, laxity may result in the contractor’s
perceiving you as being too
easy-going.

The key to the project is your having control over
the money, not the contractor.

prevail. One way to keep your wits about
you during the construction is to maintain
control over it by establishing a business not a personal - relationship between
yourself and the contractor, if you hire one,
or all the subs in the event you do not.
Because many contractors readily admit to
being can-do types who dislike working
with the books, it is extremely important
that the contractor or subs you hire run
good businesses first and do good work
second.
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“

This concept is different from how much
money you may spend. Control your
spending by doing more of the work
yourself or by eliminating some of the
options.
Large, up-front deposits of 1/3 to a general
contractor should be avoided. A much
more reasonable deposit is several
hundred dollars or not more than 1% - 2%
of the total cost of the project. There are
exceptions, of course.
As the work progresses, payment should
be made to cover only what was done.

“

A second financial control
to consider is changes
to the work.

“

Small amounts paid more frequently
according to performance allow the
building of trust between the parties. All
contracts should include a mutually
agreeable payment schedule.
If you are acting as the general contractor,
you will be making more payments
automatically but still need to be careful
with the amount of each. Plumbers and
electricians typically require three
payments, and the second usually is due
once the inspections for the rough have
been made. Four or five would be better.
You certainly will want to have good
working relationships with the contractors,
but it is not your responsibility to provide
them with cookies and milk.
Your hospitality will be quickly forgotten the
first time you make a slow payment. A
second financial control to consider is
changes to the work, which come from
three sources: homeowner initiated,
contractor suggestions, and items that were
not included in the plans and specifications
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for the work. Set aside 5% - 10% of the total
cost of the project as a contingency budget
for the latter.
When the first change is made its cost
should be added to the original contract
price which, in turn, is adjusted to show the
latest amount. As new changes or credits
are made, the adjusted contract price is
updated each time. Request, agree upon,
and sign change orders immediately, not
several days or weeks down the road.
It is the general contractor’s responsibility to
pay the subcontractors and suppliers from
funds received from the homeowner. To
avoid any liability from either, request from
the general contractor a “Release From Payment” signed by the sub or supplier.
Another way to maintain control over the
project is through communication. Determine what the lines of communication are
and then speak with one voice to the contractors [or their suppliers]. Agree on
changes and communicate them to the contractor, not the workers. To speak effectively
one must first have the proper vocabulary.

“

Be the driver,
not the driven.

“
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For example, to a carpenter a shoe, a plate,
and a stud are components of a framed wall.
A cobbler, a waiter, and a dog breeder
would think otherwise.
If you are interested in contractor speak,
contact the Northeastern Retail Lumbermen's Assoc., Rochester, NY for the
pocket sized Lumber and Building Material
Reference Manual. The booklet is well
illustrated, technical - but not intimidating
- and has a useful glossary of terms.
In the event of a dispute, resolve the issue
immediately. It is unreasonable to object to

the manner in which a particular item was
installed weeks or months after the original
work was done.
It is difficult to predict how long a remodeling
project will take. Three to four months to
complete a project consisting of a new addition, kitchen, half bathroom, and deck is
common. Add more time, perhaps a month,
if you will be doing some of the work yourself.
Comparisons between the length of time
your project takes and someone else’s are
pointless because no two projects are ever
alike.
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“

In the event of a dispute,
resolve the issue immediately.

“

Furthermore, speed may not be a standard by which quality should
be judged.
As long as progress is being made on a regular basis, payment
should continue.
Expect delays; they are inevitable and not necessarily anyone’s
fault. Plumbers, for example, oftentimes respond to a high percentage of emergency work, especially during the winter. In that case,
the removal of the kitchen sink may have to wait another day even
though the other trades may back up. Schedules shift all the time,
so shift with them.
Delays of several days or even a week are also common and,
therefore, should not be taken as evidence of the contractor’s lack
of attention to your project. Penalty clauses used to correct such
delays are fundamentally unfair because the contractors are
seldom, if ever, rewarded, when the work is done ahead of time.
Chronic delays, however, indicate a problem. The contractor
should inform you in advance of any delays - assuming, of
course, the sub has informed the contractor. Keep the lines of
communication open; be firm but understanding.
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On the other hand, do not cause a delay. Prepare as much in
advance as you can for the removal of the kitchen cabinets by
packing their contents in boxes stored safely. Clear other areas of the
house affected by the work.
If you are responsible for the materials, make sure they are on site,
out of the way, and have been inspected well in advance of their
being needed.
Make timely decisions. Change a window size before the opening is
framed, not after.
Pick out and order well in advance the floor and wall tiles and
plumbing and electrical fixtures. Keep changes to a minimum, but do
not be hesitant to request them either.
Lastly, aim for zero discrepancies in the work by addressing them
immediately. A small hold back of 3% - 5% of the total cost of the
project - as adjusted - is reasonable to cover any such punch list
items. Again, control of the money equals control of the project.
By becoming informed, involved, and making decisions before the
project begins, you become empowered to control its outcome. A
well-organized and executed project is not a matter of luck. Rather, it
is precisely detailed and quality planning on your part.
As the consumer, you have a responsibility to yourself to be the
hammer - not the nail - of your building project.

“

Make timely decisions.

“
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Get Three Bids. Really?

2011

Given the current, depressed state of residential building and remodeling, is it reasonable to assume that contractors would respond to
opportunities for new work like locusts to a green pasture? I certainly
did before contacting this past summer 150 subcontractors in eight
trades for two remodeling projects on the South Shore.
As a small businessman, I was excited to offer work to people who desperately needed it. I recently unretired to reestablish myself as a home
building and remodeling consultant with fourteen years experience
and another six as a general contractor.
Clients Suzette and David Standring planned a new family room, storage area, and half bathroom in the basement of their brick colonial
home in Milton. Their daughter, son-in-law, and granddaughters, 3 and
6, might soon move in, and the new space would provide privacy for
the blended families.
The centerpiece of the family room would be custom wainscoting and
an entertainment center with roll-outs for the children’s toys, additional
storage, and shelving for a wide-screen television, books, and
pictures.
The Standrings also addressed a lingering problem. “There is a very
old, almost unusable bathroom near the room.

“

We wanted to take out the existing shower, move the toilet location, install
new fixtures, and redo the walls, window, and floor,” Standring said.

“

A handyman who advertised, ‘No job too small’, withdrew
from bidding but explained, ‘These jobs are too big.’
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“

Rather than a swarm,
I heard a buzz.

“
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I beat the bushes for carpenters, electricians, plumbers, tile and hardwood installers, plasterers, painters, and insulators,
developed a database to track them, called
relentlessly, and awaited the invasion.

“

‘My cell phone fell in the
water when I was wiring a
pool,’ an electrician said.

“

Rather than a swarm, I heard a
buzz. “Where did you get my name?”
some chal-lenged, as though I had hacked
the comput-er of their secret society. When
I told them, “The phone book,” they said,
“Oh.”
Several demanded to know my occupation,
which was probably a test, and pressed
for more. “Are you a general contractor?”
No. “Are you a lead generator service?”
No. “Do I owe you anything?” No. “Who
pays you?” The homeowner. “How many
bids are you after?” Three. “When can I
see the jobs?” Whenever.
Eight visited, but only two bid.

How To Avoid Remodeling Hell

“There are a lot of hacks out there, and pricing is insane,” a contractor volunteered.
“You better check references,” most
advised ominously. In an odd reversal, an
electrician asked for my references, so I
emailed my bio and heard nothing. Perhaps
it was best.
To avoid wasting time with a lengthy explanation, I emailed the subcontractors links to
pictures of the homes, blueprints, plumbing
and electrical fixture prices, construction
specifications that automatically added their
itemizations, and project plans.
Of the original 150, the number dwindled to
nearly half. A handful retired, but approximately 20% had folded their tents, especially non-licensed professionals. A former
plasterer helped. “I’m in college in North
Carolina, but call my uncle. He’s a plasterer
and knows lots of guys.”
I did, and Uncle’s bid fell in the middle. A
carpenter Uncle referred won both projects.
Several were simply uninterested, and
others declined because they were busy for

“

the summer. “Please keep me in mind for
down the road,” a carpenter emailed.
Three subs refused to travel outside their
towns. A smattering protested their lack of
computer skills while others seized the
opportunity to improve them. “In a world
where everyone is expected to be computer
savvy, I can utilize all the tools I already have
in place,” Weymouth painting contractor,
Chuck Brown, said.
An ad in a phone book proclaimed, “All calls
promptly returned,” but the sub did not,
unless promptly means weeks or more.
A handyman who advertised, “No job too
small,” withdrew from bidding but explained,
“These jobs are too big.”
Customer referrals - the gold standard
for contractors - did not bite either. A
painter ignored my calls, and a carpenter
declined by saying, “I’ll pass on this one.
My bid will be too low.” Who can blame
him?

If you are planning a building or remodeling project
and intend to hire subcontractors directly, be
realistic about the time and effort it will take.

“
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“
Three subs who worked recently at my house and half of
sixteen contractors from my past responded no differently. From
the latter group, two gave novel reasons. “My cell phone fell in the
water when I was wiring a pool,” an electrician said. Another
claimed “My voice-mail service has not been working.” I believed
them.
My email campaign fared no better, so I persisted. “I never got
your email,” a ceramic tile installer asserted. I resent it and followed with
more calls, all unanswered. Overall, I shook my head enough times to
cause whiplash.
Two subcontractors who did respond were also surprised by this
baffling behavior. Veteran plumber, Ed Kelcourse of Weymouth said,
“I just don’t get it. I’m always looking for new work, and I have
thousands of past customers.”
Steve Romano, an electrician from Plymouth, noted, “It took me
about twenty minutes to submit each bid. The other guys were
foolish not to bid. Times are really tough.”

How To Avoid Remodeling Hell

Residential building and
remodeling are really
about relationships, not
merely construction.

“

Seven weeks dragged
before I presented the bids to my clients. Although unable to obtain three in
all categories, I did develop sufficient information that guided their
decisions. “We decided to nix renovation on the bathroom and
concentrate on the family room,” Suzette Standring said. “We had no
previous renovation experience and discovered the actual bids were
more than double what we originally guessed.”
If you are planning a building or remodeling project and intend to
hire subcontractors directly, be realistic about the time and effort
it will take to obtain three bids in all categories. Develop a
spreadsheet to track whom you called, the day and date, any
conversation, and the status of that contact.
Communicate the same message to everyone by using a script that
indicates you are a homeowner, have professionally prepared plans
and labor and material specifications for a certain project, and expect
a return call within three business days.
Residential building and remodeling are really about relationships,
not merely construction.
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When All The Bids Are In

“

Have you ever wondered how contractors
arrive at their bids and why their quotations for
the same job can vary so widely?

It is almost impossible
to get everyone to bid
on an “apples for
apples basis.

“

Much of the problem stems from how much
time the contractors spend studying your
house first and the plans next. In this regard,
the contractors face a dilemma: comprehensive bids take more time, increase the price,
and may cost them the job.
Norman Pratt, a general contractor from Rockland, MA, says, “I spend approximately 25% 30% of my time estimating jobs and don’t get a
lot of them. If I spent more time, I wouldn’t have
much left over to do the actual work.”
Pratt’s specialty is remodeling. He says that

“

I spend approximately 25% - 30% of my time
estimating jobs and don’t get a lot of them.
If I spent more time, I wouldn’t have much
left over to do the actual work.

it is almost impossible to get everyone to bid
on an “apples for apples basis,” a discouraging situation he thinks is unfair to homeowners and contractors.

“

Offering another view, general contractor Ted
Mahoney of Sherborn, MA says, “If you

How To Avoid Remodeling Hell
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do not take the time in the beginning to work with
the customer, you will have problems later. I like
to spend extra time in the beginning. Then the
end product is what everyone expects.”
Mahoney spends 15% - 20% of his time estimating the new homes his company designs and
builds on land he also develops. Mahoney has an
advantage over Pratt because he has more control over the sale.

Support
provides a
comprehensive solution to the
problems homeowners
experience when obtaining
goods and services from the
residential construction
industry. Everyone benefits.
We use the latest technology
to simplify communication
and offer easy access to all
project documentation,
pictures, designs, project
plans, materials, etc.
This approach assures
transparency and accountability
because everyon e knows what
everyon e else knows

How To Avoid Remodeling Hell

Some contractors reduce their estimating time by
hastily preparing a low bid and then compensate
by charging high for extras or providing understated allowances for kitchen appliances, plumbing and electrical fixtures, and flooring, etc. The
estimates look complete but almost certainly will
go over budget or result in misunderstandings.
Regarding this strategy Mahoney notes, “When
the cabinets are included their quality may not be
what the home owner wants. These contractors
do not take the time to explain well enough what
is included and what is not. There should be no
surprises.”
The second major component of bidding is estimating the labor and materials, a skill that varies
from one contractor to the next. To offset error, the
less skilled estimator may inflate the material
amounts or the labor, which results in a higher bid
without adding value.

“

The contractor who knows where to buy materials or how to hire subs at the best price can offer
a bid lower than his competition. Either may
reduce the quality of the materials or workmanship to present to the homeowner a more attractive price.
Surprisingly, the consumer can solve these
problems by providing contractors with construction specifications that include all the
material estimates and their grades, model
numbers for windows, appliances, and fixtures,
etc., and a highly detailed description of every
facet of the project.
The specifications should allow the homeowner
to include or exclude certain portions of the work,
such as skylight.
In that case, the materials and labor to frame,
install, plaster, and paint can each be identified
as separate line items.
The contractor benefits because he saves estimating time and eliminates quality, comprehensiveness, and its higher pricing as competitive
issues. Everyone plays on a level field.
Most important, the specifications provide both
parties with a vehicle of communication that can
certainly reduce, if not eliminate, future surprises or misunderstandings.

Surprisingly, the consumer can solve these problems.

“
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“

Some contractors reduce their
estimating time by hastily preparing
a low bid and then compensate by
charging high for extras or providing
understated allowances.

“

provides an alternative to the general
contractor service model, which is a conflict of interest
We offer one stop shopping for all your
remodeling needs, including research tools,
designs, specifications, competitive bidding,
budget setting, and project coordination.
No past project ever went over budget or time,
and no contractor ever went unpaid or overpaid.
How To Avoid Remodeling Hell

Our services pay from themselves and are
not an added cost.
You receive the highest quality at the lowest
price without sacrificing performance.

781-534-0277
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